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DISCLAIMER
I am not here in the name of or 
speaking on behalf of my 
employer. All opinions expressed 
here at ISACA are my own. 



IS IT 
LEGACY?
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Quick game before we get started
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Three of FIVE
⩥ Windows XP/NT Obviously
⩥ IE 10? EOL was January 12, 2016
⩥ IE 11? EOL is August 2021
⩥ ISPF on z/OS 2.4

⊳ Who can tell me the year that OS was 
released!
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z/OS Version Announced Available Marketing
Withdrawn

Service
Discontinued

02.04.00 2019-07-23 2019-09-30 - -

02.03.00 2017-07-17 2017-09-29 2020-01-27 -
02.02.00 2015-07-28 2015-09-30 2018-01-29 2020-09-30
02.01.00 2013-07-23 2013-09-30 2016-01-25 2018-09-30

Source: https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/ShowDoc.wss?docURL=/common/ssi/rep_sm/s/897/ENUS5650-ZOS/index.html&lang=en&request_locale=en#smlcg

https://www-01.ibm.com/common/ssi/ShowDoc.wss?docURL=/common/ssi/rep_sm/s/897/ENUS5650-ZOS/index.html&lang=en&request_locale=en


it’s a modern OS
⩥ z/OS released 2.4 released September, 2019
⩥ It’s not legacy
⩥ Just because you don’t know anything about it 

doesn’t make it legacy



Supports
⩥ Modern Crypto
⩥ IoT
⩥ Mobile
⩥ Web based API
⩥ Intrusion Detection
⩥ Real time logging



Hello!
I am Philip Young
Aka Soldier of FORTRAN
You can find me at @mainframed767
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Very Boring about me
⩥ Degree in Computer Science
⩥ IT Security Consultant:

⊳ Ernst & Young
⊳ Internal Audit: Visa

⩥ Currently:
⊳ Mainframe Pentester



Before & AFTER VISA
⩥ Mainframe security reviews

⊳ Typical checklist auditor
⊳ No idea what I was actually doing

⩥ Assigned to review mainframe at Visa
⊳ Was assigned a terrible consultant
⊳ Started personal research



⩥ Talkin’bout it
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Your probably thinking



““Most, or all, 
mainframes are 

protected behind 
firewalls, VPNs, other 

various security 
controls.”



Internet mainframes project
⩥ Started in 2013
⩥ Simple scan of the internet for 

mainframes (using Nmap)
⩥ Found about 400+ mainframes
For example:













⩥ The magic of twitter





About z/os
Let’s talk about the operating system a bit
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Just a computer
⩥ Virtual Telecommunication Access Method
⩥ Resource Access Control Facility
⩥ Time Sharing Option
⩥ Restructured Extended Executor
⩥ Job Control Language



Just a computer Part II
⩥ Customer Information Control System
⩥ Virtual Storage
⩥ Open Multiple Virtual Storage
⩥ High Level Assembly
⩥ Authorized Program Facility



VTAM
⩥ No one calls is ‘Virtual Tele… whatever’
⩥ Usually first screen you see
⩥ Think of it like the windows screen before CTRL-

ALT-DEL to log on



VTAM - Commands
1. LOGON

LOGON APPLID(TSO) DATA(ROOT)
2. LOGOFF
3. IBMTEST

IBMECHO A … 9



TSO What?
⩥ Time Sharing Option (i.e. TSO)
⩥ Like the Linux BASH prompt
⩥ Many commands to run
⩥ You ‘CALL’ executables
⩥ You ‘EXEC’ scripts







Job Control Language
⩥ Aka JCL
⩥ Consists of:

⊳ a JOB CARD and;
⊳ JOB STEPS







RACF (or ACF2 or TopsecreT)
⩥ Known as the ‘ESM’
⩥ RACF most common (75%+ of market)
⩥ Think ‘Active Directory’ but on the mainframe

⊳ Manages all access to all resources



RACF Most important!
⩥ OPERations

⊳ Read/Write access to EVERY file on the 
system

⩥ SPECIAL
⊳ Full access to the RACF database



CICS (like a webserver)
⩥ Customer Information Control System
⩥ Basically, websites before websites existed!
⩥ Transaction IDs = URL

⊳ But they’re only 4 chars long!
I.E. CESN, CSGM, CEDA
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APF Authorized?
⩥ You may hear this term
⩥ Means you can run ‘authorized’ code to get in to 

‘supervisor state’
⩥ In english: You can change everything, including 

your access rights!
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it’s unix
⩥ Yes, Unix, aka OMVS, aka USS
⩥ Drives ALL networking
⩥ Provides an interface your use to
⩥ Runs JAVA, Web, etc
⩥ It’s not bad





Cool unix trick
⩥ You can run TSO commands from inside of UNIX 

(i.e. OMVS)!





FTP (Yup)
⩥ They still run FTP
⩥ You MUST encrypt with TLS
⩥ Works like normal FTP

EXCEPT
It allows you to execute JCL!



How to audit
Now that we’re z/OS experts lets audit it!



Cool stunt hacking

“But what should 
WE be doing”



Review control design
⩥ Control architecture is fundamental
⩥ These system have seen:

⊳ Organic growth
⊳ Baseline drift
⊳ Knowledge attrition



Walk through typical GITC
⩥ Access Managmenet

⊳ Application Access (TSO, CICS, etc)
⊳ File access (Unix, Dataset)

⩥ Logging and Monitoring
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Why reinvent the wheel?

Just use the DISA 
STIG for z/OS



DoD DISA STIG
⩥ Department of Defense
⩥ Defense Information Systems Agency
⩥ Security Technical Implementation Guides



Pros of using stig
⩥ Updated constantly
⩥ Freely available online
⩥ Convenient formats (XML, CSV, JSON)
⩥ NIST recommended standard
⩥ STIG Viewer Online easy to use



CONS of using stig
⩥ You’re probably not the DoD
⩥ Not all your products will be covered
⩥ It is written like an audit guide



My recommendation
⩥ Use the DISA STIG as a guide to create your own 

audit guides
⩥ Yes, this means you’ll have to read all 226 

‘Findings’
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https://www.stigviewer.com/stig/ibm_zos_racf/
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UID(0) is improperly assigned.
User identifiers (ACF2 logonids, RACF userids, and 
Top Secret ACIDs), groups, and started tasks that 
use z/OS UNIX facilities are defined to an ACP with 
attributes including UID and GID. If these attributes 
are not correctly defined, data access or command 
privilege controls could be compromised.
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Update and allocate access to all APF -authorized libraries are not 
limited to system programmers only.

The Authorized Program List designates those 
libraries that can contain program modules which 
possess a significant level of security bypass 
capability. Unauthorized access could result in the 
compromise of the operating system environment, 
ACP, and customer data.
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IBM RACF must define WARN = NO on all profiles.

Review all Dataset and resource profiles in the 
RACF database.

If any are not defined with WARN = NO, this is a 
finding.
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IBM RACF must limit Write or greater access to 
SYS1.SVCLIB to appropriate authorized users.
To mitigate the risk of unauthorized access to sensitive information by 
entities that have been issued certificates by DoD-approved PKIs, all DoD 
systems (e.g., web servers and web portals) must be properly configured 
to incorporate access control methods that do not rely solely on the 
possession of a certificate for access. Successful authentication must not 
automatically give an entity access to an asset or security boundary. 
Authorization procedures and controls must be implemented to ensure 
each authenticated entity also has a validated and current authorization. 
Authorization is the process of determining whether an entity, once 
authenticated, is permitted to access a specific asset. Information 
systems use access control policies and enforcement mechanisms to 
implement this requirement. Satisfies: SRG-OS-000080-GPOS-00048, 
SRG-OS-000259-GPOS-00100, SRG-OS-000324-GPOS-00125
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The IBM RACF SSH daemon must be configured to use a 
FIPS 140-2 compliant cryptographic algorithm.

Use of weak or untested encryption algorithms 
undermines the purposes of utilizing encryption to 
protect data. Cryptographic modules must adhere 
to the higher standards approved by the federal 
government since this provides assurance they 
have been tested and validated.
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IBM RACF must limit Write or greater access to 
libraries containing EXIT modules to system 
programmers only.
To mitigate the risk of unauthorized access to sensitive information by 
entities that have been issued certificates by DoD-approved PKIs, all DoD 
systems (e.g., web servers and web portals) must be properly configured 
to incorporate access control methods that do not rely solely on the 
possession of a certificate for access. Successful authentication must not 
automatically give an entity access to an asset or security boundary. 
Authorization procedures and controls must be implemented to ensure 
each authenticated entity also has a validated and current authorization. 
Authorization is the process of determining whether an entity, once 
authenticated, is permitted to access a specific asset. Information 
systems use access control policies and enforcement mechanisms to 
implement this requirement. Satisfies: SRG-OS-000080-GPOS-00048, 
SRG-OS-000259-GPOS-00100, SRG-OS-000324-GPOS-00125
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The IBM z/OS UNIX SUPERUSER resource must be 
protected in accordance with guidelines.
To mitigate the risk of unauthorized access to sensitive information by entities that have been 
issued certificates by DoD-approved PKIs, all DoD systems (e.g., web servers and web portals) 
must be properly configured to incorporate access control methods that do not rely solely on 
the possession of a certificate for access. Successful authentication must not automatically 
give an entity access to an asset or security boundary. Authorization procedures and controls 
must be implemented to ensure each authenticated entity also has a validated and current 
authorization. Authorization is the process of determining whether an entity, once 
authenticated, is permitted to access a specific asset. Information systems use access control 
policies and enforcement mechanisms to implement this requirement. Access control policies 
include: identity-based policies, role-based policies, and attribute-based policies. Access 
enforcement mechanisms include: access control lists, access control matrices, and 
cryptography. These policies and mechanisms must be employed by the application to control 
access between users (or processes acting on behalf of users) and objects (e.g., devices, files, 
records, processes, programs, and domains) in the information system.
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Whats nice about the STIG
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From the ISPF Command Shell enter:
RL UNIXPRIV * AUTHUSER

If the RACF rules for the SUPERUSER resource specify a default access of NONE, this is not a 
finding.

If there are no RACF rules that allow access to the SUPERUSER resource, this is not a finding.

If there is no RACF rule for CHOWN.UNRESTRICTED defined, this is not a finding.

If the RACF rules for each of the SUPERUSER resources listed in the z/OS UNIX System 
Services Planning, Establishing UNIX security, specify a default access of NONE, this is not a 
finding.

If the RACF rules for each of the SUPERUSER resources listed in the z/OS UNIX System 
Services Planning, Establishing UNIX security, restrict access to appropriate system tasks or 
systems programming personnel, this is not a finding.



Automated/continuous
⩥ If you have zSecure/Vanguard you can 

implement DoD STIG compliance checking
⩥ Continuously (checks for deviations)
⩥ Automated (can check on a schedule)



Standard Cyber Controls
⩥ Vulnerability Scanning

⊳ You MUST be doing these
⊳ How is your QSA okay with you not?

⩥ Penetration Tests
⊳ I’ve trained your people



Logging and Monitoring
⩥ That AND is important!
⩥ Logging is called ‘SMF’ records
⩥ They live on the mainframe



SMF Records
⩥ Each record has a type
⩥ The important ones are:

⊳ 80 – RACF messages
⊳ 119 - TCPIP messages

⩥ Each record also has a sub type!
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Move to the SIEM
⩥ Vendor Products

⊳ BMC zDefender
⊳ IronStream

⩥ Open Source
⊳ RMTLOG
⊳ https://github.com/mainframed/rmtlog

⩥ Feeds in to Kibana, Splunk, QRadar, etc
⩥ Converts SMF records to Syslog

https://github.com/mainframed/rmtlog


Records to look for
⩥ Access violation aggregate counts
⩥ ANY Writes to APF authorized libraries
⩥ Connections from unseen machines
⩥ Excessive IP connections
⩥ CICS access violations
⩥ Dataset access violations



In Summary
⩥ Design controls based of DISA STIG
⩥ Implement modified DISA STIG continuously
⩥ Include your mainframe in vulnerability 

scanning
⩥ Move your logs off the mainframe
⩥ Generate alerts based on mainframe IOCs
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thanks!
Any questions?

@mainframed767
mainframed767@

gmail.com



Credits
Special thanks to all the people who made and 
released these awesome resources for free:
⩥ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
⩥ Photographs by Unsplash
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http://www.slidescarnival.com/?utm_source=template
http://unsplash.com/&utm_source=slidescarnival


Presentation design
This presentation uses the following typographies:
⩥ Titles: Bebas Neue
⩥ Body copy: Saira SemiCondensed

Download for free at:
https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/bebas-neue
https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/saira

You don’t need to keep this slide in your presentation. It’s only here to serve you as a design guide if you 
need to create new slides or download the fonts to edit the presentation in PowerPoint®
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https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/bebas-neue
https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/saira

